
Celebrating a Successful National Zero Waste Conference_________________

While not attending conferences in person for several years has been tough for most, the ease (and
environmental benefits) of virtual travel enabled more than 450 participants and an incredible list of
100+ speakers with demonstrated expertise and leadership in zero waste to come “together” on
Dec. 8th and 9thfor a very successful 2021 National Zero Waste Conference, organized by Zero Waste
USA and the NRC.

Keynote speakers wowed participants all across cyberspace, including Yvette Arellano, Founder and
Director of Fenceline Watch and Board Member of Houston’s Green Latinos, who spoke about how
Latinx and low-income communities pay the cost of plastic pollution; Nina Bellucci Butler, CEO of
Stina, who shared the intense paradox of plastic – its abilities to give us superhuman powers that are
difficult to forgo, yet so destructive when improperly used and managed; Dr. Paul Connett, author of
The Zero Waste Solution, who supports “untrashing” the planet one community at a time; and Mary
Curtiss, HP’s Global Head of Sustainability, who shared details about HP’s journey to circularity.

The list of illustrious speakers at plenaries and concurrent sessions is too long for our brief
newsletter, but included Captain Charles Moore, Moore Institute for Plastic Pollution Research;
Stephanie Barger, Director of TRUE Zero Waste Program, USGBC; Sofi Armenakian, Director of Ops
and Sustainability for the Atlanta Hawks NBA; and Timonie Hood, Green Building and Zero Waste
Coordinator for US EPA Region 9. They and others provided examples of zero waste best programs
and practices, advancement on policy (and ongoing obstacles) and stories from zero waste facilities
and businesses across the world.

Waste Dive reporter Megan Quinn and editor Maria Rachal provided a praiseworthy December story
about the conference, Reuse rebounds: National Zero Waste Conference highlights policy potential in
2022, highlighting the resilience of now-proven reuse systems, which have reaffirmed, with support
of solid science, that single-use plastic packaging to prevent the spread of COVID-19 is hardly a
necessity, plus demonstrated that locally based foodware reuse programs also prevent supply chain
disruptions.

Conference attendees: please check our next newsletter or the NRC website in a few weeks for
links to the NZWC 2021 proceedings.

Conference sponsors also served as hosts at hospitality sessions for attendees at the end of each
day, including: Strategic Materials Inc., PaintCare, Zanker Recycling, Race to Zero Waste,
Recyclist, Zero Waste Sonoma, SCS Engineers, BioBag, Cascadia Consulting Group, Bob Gedert
and Zero Waste Associates.
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